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Sit at the KidsJ Table
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The University of Michigan Law School

Students Show Support

November 25, 1981

.

9/inic Meeting Draws a Crowd

by Dave Rubinstein
Room 220 was jammed to capacity
last Thursday as the Student Senate
sponsored an open meeting to air
student vie":'s. of the Clin.ic progra~
before the Chmc Reevaluation Commit·
tee. The students spoke out overw~e~in~ly in favor of maintaining the
Clinic m Its present form .
Much of the meeting. which lasted
almost 2 1'2 hours, was spent
enumerating the virtues of a clinical
program. Students reported that the
clinic experience increased their confidence in their own abilities, while

reaffirmin~ their dedication to the
choice of Jaw as a career. The Clinic
was seen as a for um to integrate
classroom knowledge into a real life
situation, and to combat the cynicism
and boredom of second and third year
academia. In addition, the students
reported closer relationships with the
faculty sponsors.
Students also pointed out the Clinic's
importance to non-Jaw students,
especially the Clinic's clients. David
Schreier felt that in a school attended
by future corporate attorneys, the

Clinic was the only opportunity to help
those who can't afford legal services.
Jonathan Rose, director of Student
Legal Services, claimed that Clinic
members are the most zealous
representatives of their clients' rights,
viewing their clients as individuals, not
just file numbers.
First-year students emphasized that
the existence of the Clinic was an important factor in their decision to attend
Michigan. The lack of a clinic was seen
as discouraging many would-be
See Clinic; page 2

Competition
Out of Hand?
Susan Eklund has held tht position of
Assistant Dean of Student ktmttes and
Operations at the Law Schoof 1mce the
summer of 1976. Much o} her tune 11
spent carinf(, consofmf( und counsemnf(
students about the peculiar problems thi!.Y
encounter in the study of luw f:'klunrl
talked with R.G. reporter Riel. Of.1hansky
earlier this wpek about vanou1 toptn. In
eluding cheallflll and comrwtttiort ut the
low school.
Q. How competitive is it at this law
school?
:\. I can't really compare with other
schools but from transfer students
who come here I'm not sure we are
that much more competitive than
other schools which students here
would tend to thmk are less competitive. Wayne for example. or
maybe the University of Toledo I
think at those schools, where the
students are older there tends to be
less competitiveness. I think our
students here in similar situations
are Jess competitive, more innerdirected. I think other than just the
competition, our students are pretty
lonely. They don 't share problems
with each other.
Q. How much of the competition is
student-imposed and how much is
University-imposed?
A. I think by and large that it is selfimposed. I don't think students
believe it is mostly self imposed. I
find that most students are shocked
to find that it is permissible to drop
courses late in the term or that if
circumstances have changed and
they have to change a pass-fail
decision that those things are
possible here. I think a lot of students are surprised to fmd that we
believe them when they tell us they
are iU and might not be able to take
an exam . So I believe that in reality
we are small enough that even
though we are a orofessional school
we can be more flexible with
students compared to experiences
they have had in large under-

S«>f Eklund. pag«> 2
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E lise Bean, third-year Jaw student, spoke strongly in support
of t he Clinic.

Sandal ow.
Servi· ce Not
•

sch 0 01 's Job

by J err Blake
Dean Terrance Sandalow, who
showed up at Thursday's Clinic Review
session long enough to have his one
remark termed "ridiculous" by one
third-year student , defended that
remark Friday when he told the R.G.
that, in his view, "The law school does
not have the obligation to perform service functions for society · •
Sandalow said the law school meets
its entire obligation to society through
its legal training and research. The
Dean added that he expects "to have a
significant impact" on the Clinic
Review Committee's final proposals.
Sandalow attended part of Thursday's meeting, in a room packed with
>tudent supporters of the Clinic
1rogram, long enough to hear thirdtear student David Schreier argue that
the Clinic is the one opportunity the
school provides for students to directly
aid the community. Schreier added that
Clinic is a place where the Jaw school
can "implant the 1dea of g1vmg our
servtce to those who can't afford 1t."
In response, Sandalow wondered
whether 1t wouldn't be suHictent for the
school to maintain the clinic, but
without credit for enrolled students.
Schreier implied it wouldn't be.
" That's another of those amazing
ideas that keep coming from the same
office ... ridiculous," Schreier said.
"Schreier 's argument was that
students should do it <provide community services) out of the good of their
heart," Sandalow said Friday. " But
this is a demand that others pay for
your good services. The students who
do enroll are unwilling to pay anything
like the full cost of the clinic. "
Sandalow suggested that the clinic
could be conducted a s any other exSee andalow. page 3

Student on Leave Commits Sufcide
by Joe Ha rdig
Michigan law student David Doroshewitz. 23. apparently committed suicide
last week.
Doroshewitz was on a one-year leave
of absence when he apparentJy hung
himself in the basement of his parents'
Southgate home. Southgate police· confirmed the death, but refused to say
whether it was self-inflicted.
Doroshewitz
graduated
from
Southgate High School in 1976 and from
Michigan State University in 1980.
Southgate High political science
teacher . William Bialobrezski. said

Doroshewitz was " the most brilliant
student I have had since 1969. •· He was
always stimulated by life; he was on
the executive board of the student
council during high school, Bialobrezski added.
Donna Dennis, a Southgate High
Enghsh teacher . suggested that an
autobiography which David finished in
August might contain a clue to the
tragedy, the Daily reported. According
to Dennis, the book, which traced David's life after high school. was depressing and dwelled upon a death
WISh .

Second-year law student Jay Hardin
was shocked and dismayed over the
death of the friend he had known since
age ten
"Davtd was al"'ays the most intelligent guy in the netghborhood:·
Hardin thinks 1t more probable that a
second book wherein David espoused
his philosophy of life. completed just
one week before his death. would reveal
the source of Oavtd's problem .
David 's friends constdered him
brilliant and creative wtth a basically
cheerful disposition.
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graduate universities.
over to the situation
in Professor Martin's {:()mm Trans
class. What was your immediate
reaction when you heard of his
suspicions?
A. Basically it was not a reaction of
shock. A lot of students tell me there
is cheating here and most of the
students who tell me of the cheating
tell me of in-class exams rather than
take home exams or papers. So I
certainly wasn 't surprised in any
real sense. I think I am always surprised to hear of cheating a s
something that a ring o1 students
would do. That indkates to me that
it is not the pressure of the moment,
like bailing out a friend or feeling
that you have to get your grades up
to find a job; it's a much more
calculated kind of cheating.
Q. Mens rea .
A. That's right, and the kind of
cheating that makes me real fearful
of having people moving out into
society and practicing law. I' m not
entirely sure of the situation in Jim
Marlin 's class at trus point. Is it that
some students have come forward
and told him of others that are
cheating?
Q. What are the var ious punishments that could be imposed on a
student caught cheating?
A. Obvious ly the most severe
punishment is expulsion from
school. We have not done that. We
have suspended students from
school for a period of time. At least
as damaging as any suspension is to
require notations to be made on the
file that will follow the student
Q. Let me skip

through a character and fitness
exam for the bar. I trunk something
the faculty feels more acutely than
the students is the pressures of practice. The pressure of knowing that a
slight bit of perjury on the part of the
client may win a case that is just
anyway.
Q . Do you think that the cheating you
' have seen is in any way a natural
outgrowth of the competitive . atmosphere here?
A. Maybe understandable but not
something we can turn our backs on.
I think that one of the things that
happens with cheating is that
students understandably begin to
feel that the whole grading system
isn't particularly fair or reflective of
their knowledge or ability anyway
and once they feel they're being
measured in a way that is not
terribly accurate or fair , what's a
little more inaccuracy or unfairness? The danger in that is that
every step in your life you can argue
that.
Q. If you could change one rule,
regulation, or custom in the law
school what would it be? I should
warn you that I have a follow-up
questi_on if you say nothing.
A. If we could confine it to a rule,
because there are a thousand little
customs, atmosphere kinds of things
I would change. I think I would like
to try at least for a year or so an
honors system akin to what a lot of
people have experienced in undergrad, an open exam period where
we'd have a week and a half or two• week period where students would
check exams out at a library so they
could take them when they were
ready to take them. I fin<l,the notion
of the responsibility to be prepared
at one o'clock in the afternoon to
take an exam a little burdensome. I
find the whole notion that we are ex-

Gift Idea for Students!
How about a membership in the Alumni
Association for the Mom or Dad who has everything else? ·

Scoff not.
A membership will bring your folks the
Michigan Alumnus magazine 10 times a year and
keep them aware of what's up on your campus.
They ought to be interested in that.
It will also make them eligible for Alumni
Travel, low-cost insurance programs and much
more.
For $15, how can you miss? It beats a necktie
or eau de something or other.

Interested? Good.
See the receptionist in the Alumni Office,
ground floor , Michigan U nion.
(P.S.: If you 're uncertain, we can tell you whether your folks
are already Alumni Association members.)

pecting people to go out into practice
in a few years and be honest, a nd all
the stuff we've been talking about,
and yet we a ren 't sure we can trust
them to take an exam one afternoon
and keep their mouths shut around
classmates till their classmates take
it in the morning a little silly. Of
course there is this thing in Jim
Martin's class which suggests tha t
this would be a terribly silly thing to
do. I 'm not s ure it would be
workable, and I do think there would
be cheating. Minnesota and some
other law schools have such a
system.
Q. Do you have any further comments, on law school or otherwise
that you would like to see in print?
A. I mentioned earlier that I thought
students tended to be fai rly lonely. I
think that at this age our students
are undergoing all of the things that
clinical psychologists say cause

Clinic,

stress . Moving to a new place, contemplating moving to another new
place, forming relationships, ending
relationships, with lovers a nd parents and siblings. There is a whole
area of stress that has nothing to do
with competiti~eness. Students are
very lonely a nd they don't talk to
each other, a t least not in wide
enough circles. Students fail to perceive. I'll bet, that next Monday when
they come back from Thanksgiving
that they will be very Uptight because they didn't finish all the outlining they had hoped to, and that
they didn't get all caught up in their
reading. But they fail to share that
with each other . They tend to think
that it is an individual thing that
they are alone and behind the rest of
the group and about to flunk out. If
they would share· this with each
other they would tend to be
comrades instead of competitors.

f rom page 1

Michigan applicants.
The students doubted the effectiveness of replac ing Clinic with
simulation classes (similar to Trial
Practice, or Lawyer as Negotiator). No
matter how realistic , classroom
simulation was seen as " artificial and
controlled" while the Clinic's client
problems were " spontaneous a nd
realistic."
The {:()mmittee, ~hile generally content to listen to the student views,
pointed out problems involving cost and
enrollment. The Clinic was extremely
expensive in terms of money spent per
.-student. Professor Ed Cooper claimep
that this was a principal reason that the
reevaluation was taking place.
Students
presented evidence,
however, comparing the expenditures
for Clinic at other lop law schools, such
as N. Y.U. ($930,000), Chicago ($413,000 )
and {:()lumbia ($429,000 ) with expenditures at Michigan ($100,000 ). Yolanda
Torres circulated a questionnaire of
alumni of Michigan's Clinical program
which indicated strong moral support
and potentially strong financial support
for the clinic.
In response to the question of the lack
of student support in the past, students
blamed the lack of promotion by the
law school, the negative (or at least
apathetic) attitude of the faculty, the
travel difficulties before the Clinic was
moved to the law school, the conflicts

Sandalow,

with job hunts, a nd the unwillingness to
include 7 ungraded hours on the transcript.
Third-year student Pat Lamb felt
that the Clinic enrollment problems
couldn't be evaluated fairly until it is
given a chance to function within the
Law School. Students also questioned
the wisdom of evaluating Clinic solely
in terms of enrollment numbers. Other
law school offerings aren't evalua ted in
this manner.
Besides attempting to convince the
Committee of the Clinic ' s value ,
students were curious as to the reasons
for the evaluation and the cr iteria
which were to be used. The Committee
indicated that it had no doubts that the
Clinic was a valuable learning experience. The reevaluation was
necessary to determine if the Clinic's
value outweighed its high cost. These
high costs, a long with the relatively
new status of the Clinic, are the main
reasons for the reevaluation, Cooper
said. The Committee was unclear as to
what specific criteria will be used for
the evaluation.
Perhaps the best statement of the
student sentiment came -from Ellie
Tomkin in her little ditty :
1/thl'i school, so steeped in tradition,
Embraces the narrow position
That learning by doing
Is not worth pursuing,
l hope they'(( refund my tuition.

f rompageJ

tracurricuJar a ctivity. in which students would participate without credit.
As for the school's obligation to the
clinic, Sandalow said , " It's not our
mission."
" So we have to justify the clinic '
program by its educational value,"
Sandal ow added. " And while it's no
secret that I've been on the skeptical
side regarding clinical education, I am
j:irepared to concede that the program
has developed more value than I
originally thought it would. But there
are still serious questions. "
Those serious questions, by now
familiar to clinic supporters, are the
costs of the program (" The clinic is
much more expensive than other types
of instruction," Sandalow sa ys), and its
educational value in r elation to
classroom instruction, and to the experience to be gained by young lawyers

once in practice.
" There's no use in providing here
what young lawyers will get anyway in
their first yea r of practice,'' Sandalow
said. " Law schools can do better ~an
what can be done in practice."
That point was countered by many of
the students who spoke at Thursday's
meeting, several of whom called the
clinic experience "a confidence
builder ," and the chance " to learn what
it means to be a lawyer."
Remarking on Thursday's show of
support for the clinic, Sandalow said
"The level of student interest would be
one of the factors in the committee's
decision, but not the only one ...
Sandalow said he expects to have the
committee's final proposal by the end
of the fall term, and that until then, he
wants to avoid drawing any definite
conclusions.

/
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More News
Cheating R ing

Martin Narrows it Down
by Cub Schwartz
and Bob Ling

While identities of persons involved in
the Commercial Transactions cheating
ring have not been learned, nine-tenths
of th; class has been eliminated from
suspicion during the past week. according t(_\Professor Jim Ma.rtin. Although
he refused to discuss h1s methods of
detection, Martin said he is "definitely
closer'' to determining which students
are involved.
The existence of the cheating ring
surfaced last week wt1en a group of
students in the class telephoned Martin
and told him that students involved in
the ring had told them about the
cheating scheme. The ~nfor.mant~,
whom Martin refused to JdentJfy. d1d
not give him the names of the students
who were involved.
"At the time of the initial contact, I
did not ask for the names, " Martin said,
" and I have not been back in touch with
them to ask for names. In fairness to

the informants, I thought it would be
better to figure it out on my own. Still, I
may have to go back ..to them." Martin
added that he was not sure he would
ever find out the names, although he
seemed more confident of his chances
this week.
Martin also indicated that the
possibility of a plea bargain. sti.ll
exists-even though suc-h an option IS
not expressly allowed in the Jaw
school's Rules of Discipline and Con·
duct. "Although I have not formally
turned any of this over to the Committee I went to them anyway for guidan~e," he said. " We talked about this
question of plea bargaining. ~nd the
Committee indicated some wiilmgness
tQ do so. Of course I am no~ an agent
that can bind the Committee-that
would havP. to be Dean Eklund or
Professor Pierce, I suppose."
Dean Eklund is the initial actor in the
disciplinary process. When a professor
suspects a student of an infraction he
must present the evidence to her· If she

Senate Votes to Lobby
Dean, Faculty on Clinic
by Joe Hardig

The Law School Student Senate Monday night approved a motion for each
student member of the Clinic Review
Committee to dissent on any motion
made by the committee to cut Clinic
funds.
The action was one of several
designed to reaffirm the senate's support of the clinic program. The senate
also agreed to:
• Lobby, through individual and
group efforts , to persuade Dean Sandalow to make more of an effort at
raising fu nds for Clinic ;
• Lobby individual faculty members
for Clinic support ;
• Remind the committee members of
the strong student support for the
Clinic, as evidenced by last week's
strong showing at the Clinic review
session.
Senate P resident Doug Ellmann also
expressed his appreciation to those
students who did show at the mass
meeting.
ln"'o ther action, the LSSS decided to
s ponsor a Headnote Study Break ,
scheduled for Monday, December 7,
which will feature refreshments and
some lovely music.
The senate voted to increase its effort
to boycott Libby and Campbell .prod·
ucts, which a re presently offered m the

law school vending machines. The
senate will post flyers on the machines
reminding students not to pur~hase _
these products. The senate-hopes these
efforts will cause the targetea
distributors to discontinue supply of
these products to the law school.
Finally, Ellmann introduced a letter
signed by himself in which he seeks to
persuade Dean Cooper, Chairman of
the Clinic Review Committee, to keep
the Clinic uncut.
In the Jetter, Ellmann writes that, " If
cost, underenrollment, and lack of
scholarly publications are in fact the
concerns which motivate critics, then it
appears that the same rigorous standards should be applied to other
elements of the curriculum .''
"Students are troubled by the
willingness of some to ignore evid~mce
which supports the present offermgs.
That the Clinic is greatly overenrolled
after its move to campus may be insufficient to establish a' causal connection,
but it still undermines the underenrollment argument. It is curious
that the burden is on Clinic supporters
to explain past underenrollment rather
than on critics to explain why Clinic will
be filled to ca pacity next te~m .
No formal action on the letter was
taken by the Senate.
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finds that there is probable cause that
an infraction has occurred, the case is
turned over to the Committee for formal action. Professor William Pierce
• chairs that committee.
Professor Pierce was Jess sure of the
propriety of offering a plea bar~ain to
the students involved. Pierce said that
he was personally opposed to a pl~a
bargain or any other arrangement In
which one of the students confessed in
exchange for a reduced penalty.
Plea bargaining is not expressly
allowed by the rules, which were
revised last year, but both students and
professors who were involved in. t~e
revision appear to agree that It IS
allowed. In fact, students on the
revision committee had a rgued for an
explicit provision allowing the practice
by the Committee because the,y
believed it would reduce a student s
chances of a student's expulsion.
The most damaging consequence of
the scandal may be its effect on out-ofclass exams. I;'ierce said that he h~s
never favored the practice because 1t
presents a heightened oppo~tunity to
cheat. He said that the Committee may
recommend a change of policy regarding its use to the faculty.

Final Issue

This issue is the last the Res
Gestae will publish this term. Not
only does the R.G. staff need to
spend some time cracking the books
and making the grade, but we rec?gnize that any issues published durmg
the final push could unduly, or duly,
interfere with the student body's
studying time.
Our next issue will appear early
nextterm.
·
Until then, enjoy the holidays, and
worry not: There must be some
alternative publication you can turn
to in the meantime.
Finally, .the Res Gestae is still
seeking to adtl to its staff for next
semester. In fact, we are still trying
to form one. Writer s and editors are
still needed, and any students interested in contributing next term
are encouraged to stop by the R. G.
office early next term (Rm . 311 in
the library reading room ), and to attend our staff meetings each Wednesday at noon.

Don't 'Count
on Emanuel's
Steve Emanuel's Constitutional,
Law outline is taking "a lot more
time and research than he thought it
would," and as many Con Law .
students already know, it won't be
on the shelves until next semester.
Emanue)js currently on a swing of
southern Jaw schools, where he is
giving a series of lectures on Jaw
school test-taking, and Marge
Cmejla, Emanuel's typesett~r and
secretary, says the draft is Still only
half-way done. In an R.G. interview
last spring, Emanuel said the outline
would be ready this fall.
· Aside from the apparently unforeseen magnitude of the outline
project, the test-taking lectures and
his newly-assumed duties as a Texas
Instruments computers distributor
have also kept Emanuel behind in
his ou.Uining, Cmejla said over the
phone last week.
"Steve's really sorry about it.··
Cmelja added. " He knows there's a
Jot oLstudents depending on it. ..
Cmelja said that she's also sorry
about it-she's already figuring on a
load of overtime-typing this Christmas.
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Auld Lang Syne
About 34 issues ago, we used this space to announce some changes in the Res Gestae. That
was September 19, 1980-the first issue of the
1980- 1981 school year. A group of about eight of
us, then all second-year students and mostly
friends besides, had just taken over the paper
and had a lot of ideas and idealism a'bout what
we wanted it to become.
A little over 14 months and a little under three
semesters have elapsed since then. This is the
last issue of the Fall Term a nd, more to the point,
the last issue in which the original group of last
year's editors will have any direct hand. we:re a
little sad to be going, but at leasl we will be
leaving with the satisfaction of having turned an
uneven, unattractive, and unreliable weekly rag ~
sheet into something much closer to the "forum
for the lively and intelligent exchange of views"
tha t we promised you 34 issues ago.
We told you then that we wanted to provide,
among other things, increased coverage of law
school news and events, a broader range of
student opinion on a wider variety of topics, and
humor that was actually funny. We think ·we
have meas ured up fai r ly well to those
aspirations. But there are also a few things we
ha ve faUen short on. For instance, we told you
then that we wanted to bring you more news
from outside the law school, and we reaUy
haven't.
We still have too many articles written by too
few people, with the result that we get a Iitle
stale sometimes.
We still fail, much of the time, to investigate
potential stories before they are common
knowledge, but instead merely react to them
once they already ar~
_ _ _
We still don't receive flybacks·five minutes into our interviews on the basis of our editorial experience.
Lastly, chaos still reigns at our Monday night
layout sessions.
Yet in spite of these failings, we have all
derived a lot of satisfaction from the time we
have put into improving the, paper. (We were
especially gratified to have these improvements
recognized by the ABA Law Student Division,
which gave the paper three awards last SUf!l·
mer-the first it has ever received. ) And we are
optimistic that the staff in whose hands we are
leaving the paper will continue to improve it.
Finally, we owe quite a bit to the student body.
Fourteen months ago, we asked you to keep us
abreast by writing us letters, articles, columns,
diatribes, or anything else you pleased, on any
topics you found interesting. You have. Not only
that, you have given us support, criticism, and
information. And, most important of all , you
have read us faithfully.
Thanks a lot. We 've enjoyed ourselves
tremendously.
Readers, take note: you won't have Cub Schwartz,
Mal/hew Kiefer, Bob Ling, Jim Demb, Jon Kurtzman,
Brian McCann, Jamie Bischoff and Phil Dutt to kick
•
around anym ore.
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Law Addition Defended

Delightful, Delovely-Delibrary
Dear Editor :
I am sure the whole Law
School Community will share
my sense of shock and horror
at Mr. Harris' discovery (It's
Pretty, But Does it Work?",
R.G. November 11,' 1981> that
users of the library are taking
books from the shelves and
placing them in their carrels.
Sapristi! Sacre bleu! Gott in
Himmel ! So that when Mr
Harris comes along, the books
are not on the shelves, where
they ought to be. 0 tempora! 0
mores! Why was I not told of
this? Dash it all, Carruthers,
dear old " Buffy" Frobisher
was right all along.
I see it all now ; these cun·
ning devils creep around this
place, probably late at night,
mass at the unlit a rea by the
Shepards, fan out into the
sta cks, seize armsful of books
and lope back to their carrels,
chortling with glee. Hold your
fire, Carruthers, wait until
you see the ...
But hold! I am constrained
to reveal one of the Nation's
best kept intelligence secrets ;
I can remain silent no longer.
For years, Library Agents
ha ve, by a variety of clandestine surveillance techniques, assembled data
relating to the surreptitious
book r emoval described
above. This has been fed into a
computer in a remote and
secret location, whence biweekly
printouts
are
available. No fewer than
8,000 individual entries are
recorded therein.
Of course, such a file cannot
be complete or wholly accurate, owing to the difficulty
of monitoring all enemy activity. In some cases the
books, in others the individual
qui asporravir, and in yet others
the actual locations of illicit '
have
wholly
s torage,
vanished- leaving not a w.b.
Still, our records are found
useful as a source of information and an inquiry at the
Main Desk will often result in
an SVR CSuccessful Volume
Retrieval) . Try it.
Mr. Harris 's commendable
vigilance has also detected ·a
r ise in "author itativeness" on
the part of our Agents. Projected Lounge Usages have
been changed without student
approval , coffee cups contlscated. In fact. the decision
with respect to the student
lounge was made by the Dean
after consulting at least some
students, and at the request of
the staff of the student journals- a group to which Mr.
Harris belongs.

-

Policies prohibiting food
consumption, smoking, and
the admission of persons
lacking the appropriate legal
gravitas, albeit originating
with me, were approved (in
most cases unanimously>, by
Head Student, EHmann, D..
and his Privy Council. It is
quite true that cups stored in
carrels could be there for a
variety of different and innocent purposes; they might
be ornamental vessels, or objects of religious veneration.
but their use as a means of
surreptitious slurping of forbidden fluids is the one that
leaps to the average eye.
Since we do not know which
of the three persons to whom
the carrel is assigned is
responsible for the outrage at
hand, we do, it is true, remove
the offending object, leaving
behind a note indicating that il
may be retrieved from our office. When the culprit seeks
restitution,
we
inform
him/ her, in the nicest possible
way, that behavior modifica-

tion is indicated.
Maybe this is going too far.
Certainly, the enforcement of
these policies can cause
distress. and fine tuning of the
enforcement procedures of the
library staff and supporting
infantry is appropriate.
People should let me know of
difficulties they encounter .
On the other hand , the new
addition does make some 220
new carrels avai lable to
students. and we think that is
an improvement. Further.
there are an additional 180.000
volumes made generally
available. and, although this
involves mevitable problems.
we think on the ~hole that is
an improvement, too. So, try
to cheer up, Harris, me old
~arlin' jo.in ~ith us in
thinking the new building is
pretty neat, and that together
we can make it even better.
Beverly J. Pooley
Professor of Law
Director of the
Law Library

How To Fund Clinic

To the Editor :
A few random thoughts concerning the controversy over
whether to retain the clinical
program .
First:
Regardless
of
whether it was called for,
Dean Sandalow's suggestion
that clinic be offered but that
no credit be given for partici pation in the pr()gram
strikes me as simply a bad
analogy to pro bono work in
the real world. Presumably
(putting aside' problems of
conflicts of interest) any Jaw
firm will be willing to let its attorneys do whatever work
they widh during their free
time. CThe punch line to such a
suggestion, of course, is:
" What 'free time'?'') To me,
the concept of pro bono work
instead involves allowing such
work to be done on the fi rm's
time. Thus, the correct
analogy with respect to the
clinic would be to follow the
current program and allow
credit for students taking
clinic.
Second: I think it is difficult
to underestimate the effect
that eliminating the clinic entirely wouJd have on students
deciding where to attend law
school. Whether or not these
future law students do in fact
eventually take clinic, the fact
remains that many students
will justifiably eliminate from
consideration any law school
whose apparent priorities

foreclose all possibility of enjoying the obvious benefits of
such an experience.
Third : As a means of raising
money to support the clinic,
has anyone considered
following the example set by
Columbia by charging firms
who wish to interview students
in Ann Arbor a small fee? If
Michigan were to charge each
firm a mere fifty dollars-a
relatively trivial sum. considering the vast amounts
spent by firms on recruiting.
and hence a figure which
would scare away few, if any
firms from interviewing
here- and there are roughly
700 firms that interview here
each year, this ads up to a
sizeable S35,000 a year . lf the
fee is hiked to $100. the income
derived becomes $70,000.
Compare this figure to the
current annual budget.of the
clinical program of SlOO,OOO.
and it is clear that a
reasonable clinical program
could easily be entirely supported in this manner.
While a few firms might be
put oft by a S100 fee, the
question
then
becomes
whether having those few
firms interview at Michigan is
more important to this Jaw
school than having a clinical
program. For me, this is not a
choice. The clinic should be
continued.
P eter. Manis
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Opinion and Stuff
LSAT To Change
by Brian McCann
The Educational Testing Service
(ETSJ is expected to announce major
format changes soon in the Law School
Admissions Test (LSAT J. The revisions
were mandated by the Law School Admissions Council , which contracts with
ETS to prepare and administer the
LSAT, and a re the latest effort by ETS
to improve the test's ability to predict
future academic performance.
The modified LSAT, which will be introduced in June, 1982, is expected to
reflect the following changes: a compression of the scoring scale so that
performances are scored from 10 to 50;
the elimination of the writing ability
section and the substitution of logic
problems for those requiring quantitative comparisons; and the addition
of a writing section requiring testtakers to compose a short essay on a
particular topic.
ETS will not score the essay but instead will forward it to designated law
schools where the essay will be
evalua ted in whatever way deemed appropria te by such institution.
Allan Stillwagon, Dean of Admissions
here at the Law School, downplays the
magnitude of the changes. however,
and doubts that the new test will
provide more predictability. " I don 't
expect changes in the LSAT format to
change its effectiveness. or courseJ
we' ll behave for at least one year as if
the test were neither better nor worse.
That's easy for Michigan, because our
'pool' system provides for selecting

•

lD

40% of the class, or more, from a large
ing of possible trouble ahea d·, but the
writing score was a flop as a predictor
group of people with a fairly wide ra nge
of academiC success in law school. A
of scores. The changes in the June, 1982
few schools may attempt to score the
test don't seem to me ractically difessay, but for us it's - likely only to
ferent from the several adjustments
highlight some potential troubles,
made from time to time during the past
although it may bring-us some·few who
several years; it's just that more than
write as the angels do. "
one change is being made at one time."
The effect of the revised scoring
Richard Badger, a member of the
system will be to cluster scores more
Admissions Committee at the Univerand make it more difficult to rank apsity of Chicago Law School, also explicants on the basis of the test. This efpressed some doubt as to whether the
fect was intended, according to Mary
new format changes would increase the
Francis Nysse, supervisor of comcorrelation between LSAT scores and
munications at tlte Law School Adacademic performance, although he
missions Service, who stated that
did indicate that the test would remain
"There was a feeling schools placed too
an important tool in the admissions
process.
But Badger did welcome the addition
of the essay requirement. In addition to
eliminating any doubt that the writing
sample is indeed that of the appHcant,
the essay portion, according to Badger,
would give schools an opportunity "to
see how well people can write in timed
by J im Loots
situations, which is important to know
since many of the situations law stuThe Washington wordsmiths have
dents will face when they get out are
done it again , this time with a
ones where there are time constraints.··
lexicographic finesse that would turn
Badger also a cknowledged that the new
Mr. Roget himself green with envy. Eftest will mean more work for adfective immediately, there will be no
missions committees since they will
more reference in our nation's capital
have to evaluate a n additional comto taxes. Instead, we will have..a series
position.
of painless " revenue enhancements" to
It does not appear that the new essay
file on April 15th.
section will significantly effect adI had been wondering h ow th e
missions at Michigan. According to
magical s uppl y-side dollars m ight
Dean Stillwagon, " The relatively simwend their way into our nation's cofple grammar questions on the LSAT
fers. The a nswer came unexpectedly
have been useful as a diagnostic warn- - last week from some inspired subor -

1982
much emphasis on scores and should
consider other criteria for admissions ."
!Harvard Law Record, October 9, 1981 )
Will the ·new LSAT be given any
greater or Jesser weight by Michigan's
Admissions Committee? " I don't expect any -particular change in our admissions policies-certainly not any
which the new test form a t would
require," stated Dean Stillwagon. "If
the test form used in' June, 1982 or later
1s more or less predictive, compared to
other numerical credentials, we'll just
shift our emphasis. We do tha t in the
norm al course of events."

Bureaucratese Enters
Supply -Side Theory

Meanwhile at the Movies
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an 4 intr odlld~j

" Tr;ck l~ Dow~t ''

t he h <r"eq i ble

dinate at the White House, and quickly
found its way into the working
vocabulary of Reagan's cohorts on
Capitol Hill . The president will keep his
campaign promise of no new taxes.
There may, however, be a need for increased revenue enhancements.
I know that the complete elimination
of taxes may come as a shock to those
law students who have remained buried
in their tomes in the hope of someday
bearing the words " tax specialist" on
thei r business card. Still, the rest of us
can now rest easier knowing that our
meager lawyer ly incomes will never be
gobbled up by those nasty taxes.
So far , it seems, the Internal Revenue
Code will retain its original cites and
title. In penance for his recent indiscretions, though, Dave Stockman is
r umored to be charged with personally
pur ging every reference to the word
"tax" it may contain.
Presumably, the adage about " death
and revenue enhancements" will retain
some vestige of its former meaning,
although its form would appear considerably less pithy than before. And
H&R Block may be due for a new dba
title, despite this administration's
reluctance to interfere with the doings
of the r eal world.
It is not yet known whether the
familiar " Tax P aid" labels on cigar ettes and liquor will accommodate
the increased verbiage.
Adjusting to life without taxes may be
more difficult than it sounds . J ust
. pronouncing the extra five syllables
will consume an estimated 42 million
m an-hours per year, most of these
spent
e xplaining
e rronneous
calculations of sales revenue enhancements to supermarket checkers.
But the sheer euphemistic joy in
paying something as aesthetically
pleasing as a " revenue enhancement"
should far outweigh any inconvenience.
While it may prove more difficult to
garner support for a revenue enhancement revolt .among the proletariat,
only Scrabble players cursed with extra
x's could complain in earnest of the end
of taxation as we know it.
I, for one, find the idea a quintessential prevaric.ation.
The author IS a j 1rst yror swdrnt.
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Arts
Love and the Art ofLovlni
by Jon Kurtzman

In the depths of ourselves, we can tap
the reservoir of our hea_rts' emotions.
The problem is that we don't know how.
I can't presume to teach or even to
describe the art of love, the art of being
able to fall in love, I can only beseech; a
life without love is not a life.
Love comes when you least expect. It
hides behind the trees of your thoughts
and the shadows of your emotions. Love
can be impossible. It can be heartache.
Love is when the man or woman into
whose eyes you are staring seems to be
an endless pit into which you are
falling. Love is when your heart races,
your breath catches, and your words
come out as nervous gasps. Love is
when you can't find the words to ask for
the caring you need, when you cry just
in thinking about him or her, and when
every touch stirs up your 'reelings. Love
is when time is only a way to measure
the moments you are ap.art.
While everyone agrees that dating
and conversation are arts and thatmerely getting along with people takes
some skill, falling in love is supposed to
be a mysterious process which we can't
control. Perhaps it is uncontrollable ; a

person can possibly control only his 6r
her self, and that is nearly impossible.
The art of love, the art of loving, is the
achievement of, the mastery of the act
of being yourself.
I think back to the time that I wasted. ·
the things I said or did, and I am
ashamed. The moments of shame'pass.
to be replaced by sadness, the sadness
that in growing up I have not always
been a good person. When the sadness
passes, an abiding respect for life and
this mess that we call living settles in. I
am humbled before my lack of power
over the way I am. "Why?." I almost
scream. The echo bouncing between
my ears replies, " Because you weren't
ready."
"Ripeness
is
all,"
wrote
Shakespeare, but the truth of that has to
be experienced to be learned. You can't
always be ready for love. You can 't
always be ripe. You start out green and
your fruit, if tasted, is bitter. When you
rip€n, you mellow and the nectar of
your soul sweetens until it is drinkable.
You might not know when you are
ready, but you will respond when it is
harvest time.

WOLVERINE DEN
PIZZERIA
1201 S. University and Church
Ann Arbor
769-8364

We Serve Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner:.
We Specia lize in PIZZA, Regula r and Sicilian.

B~

Spe<:ial
Frosted
10 0~.
Mug

Our first steps toward love are stumbles and tumbles. We hurt when we
want to help- oh god. We say and do
horrible things. We mean well. but do
badly aod what we do forces us into
misunderstanding. If I could only take
back the hurts I have given. if I could
say the words that my lips were
begging to form. if I could steel myself
to- my immaturities and the im ·

The man or woman you love or are
trying to love is the other half of your
coin. You can't see the other side of a
coin until you learn to step to one side.
While honesty is the best policy. being
honest is impossible if you don't understand what you are doing. It is easy to
be brutal unintentionally. less easy to
be forgiving, and most difficult to hit
the proper mixture. We all make

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

While everyone agrees that dating and conversation are arts and that merely getting along with
people takes som.e skill, falling in love is supposed
t"O be a mysterious process which we can't control.
Perhaps it is uncontrollable; a person can possibly
control only his or her self, and that is nearly

:::::::;~';;f:gf~(:f(~:i::::: : : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : :: : : : : :
maturities of those I loved, then I would
be the happiest person alive. I would
also be the only person ever to do that.
Not everyone can love and not
everyone can ca r e .enough about
another to fall in love. While we all have
dreams, usually about success-either
wealth,. power, glory , luck or
desirability- we might lose sight of our
main dream, the dream that gives us
our souls, the dream that we can be
good, happy persons. We forget that the
only real success is happiness. We
forget that we need love to be happy.
We forget that you have to like yourself
to love another.
Luckily, most of our mistakes don't
permanently scar anyone but ourselves. The person with whom you are
learning is suffering through the same
thing you are in his or her own way.
They progress and you progress and after a while you usually end up as different people who are no longer bound
emotionally or have reason to be
enemies. We often look down on. the
people whom we have outgr own.
without realizing that they have
probably outgrown us, too.
'

mistakes. but God knows that we don't
mean a ny harm .
I remember many things which I
wish I had not said. They hurt me now. I
have learned that the best I can do is to
use them as examples of what not to be.
that optimism grows from believing
that 1 can learn from my mistakes. I
sometimes feel, as you must. that it
would be nice to explain what I m eant.
The opportunity is rare.
We will keep on try ing to, live.
sometimes succeeding gloriously and
often failing miserably. All we can do is
care and pray that good will come to the
good. that it will work out in the end.
Love is the only thing wort~ figh ting
for. It fills every moment with deep
tenderness and contentment. A truly
content p€rson is precious and unus ual:
thatpersonisinlove.
This column is my last as Arts editor
of the Res Gestae. I hop€ that you have
enjoyed my stories and have learned a
little something from them. Be happy
and have nice lives.

Vahan·s

Ann Arbor's F inest Pizza
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Clothing & T?iloring

33.8 S. State Street

.Ann .Arbor

Beer
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Enjoy
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Sicilian

Pi~za

For those who need to dress conservatively, but don ' t wan~ to
sacrifice style. Come to Vahan's, the tailor who giyes you the
perfect fit.
Alterations for Men and Women
Mon.-Sat
9:00 to 5:30
Fri.
9:00 to 8:30
311 East Lib'erty
Ann Ar~or, Michigan 48104
Phone 662-7888
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Sports
Basketball Forecast·

'

by Phil Dutt
The college football season is winding
down, and that means that another
great NCAA basketball season is upon
us. This year 's season promises lots of
excitement from many talented teams.
Xone of these teams have a dominant
superstar, nor a re they clearly super ior
to their competitors. With that in mind,
let's take a look at the teams that figure
to be in the running next March.
Indiana is the r eigning national
champion, but it is highly unlikely that
the Hoosiers will come as close to
defending their title as Georgia has
done in football this fall . Indiana has
been decimated by the loss of Ray
Tolbert <graduation), Isaiah Thomas
hardship draft), a nd Landon Turner
(automobile accident> . This year may
force Bobby Knight to come up with his
best coaching effort ever, but even so
the Hoosiers will be lucky to finish
above .500 in the Big Ten.
Most crystal ball gazers like
Georgetown's chances of winning it all
in March. The Hoyas have a talented
squad that is led by Eric F loyd ;
Georgetown also has a fine coach, John
Thompson, to guide them through their
eastern schedule.
Right behind Georgetown are the two
teams that have dominated the Final
Four for the last twenty years : North
Carolina and U,CLA. Dean Smith is
poised for another attack on that elusive
NCAA title ; this year his hopes rest on
the talented shoulders of James Worthy
and on much-improved Sam Perkins.
The two unanswered questions for the
Tarheels are whether they can replace
AI Wood, and whether J immy Black
can provide needed senior leadership
and elimina te his bonehead plays at
guard.
UCLA has the talent, and is trying to
recover from last year 's .rocky season
under Larry Brown. Brown is gone
now, replaced by former Bruin great
Larry Farmer. Farmer is the fourth
man m seven years to attempt to
replace John Wooden ; that means his
life expectancy is 2 years. One of these
days UCLA fans will have to realize
that there is only one Johnny Wooden.
Anyway, the Bruins still have much of
the team that nearly won it a ll two
years ago as Rod Foster, Mike Holton
and Darren Daye return. The rest of the
Pac-10 conference is verv weak this

year, although not as weak as the
Washington Huskies will be on New
Year 's Day.
In the Big Ten, I like Iowa, despite the
fact that Iowa lost the Twin Towers and
Vince Brookins. The Hawkeyes have a
solid team with lots of experience. Minnesota and Iowa should make it to the
NCAA with ease. Purdue surprised
many last year, and should be much
-better this year with Russell Cross in
the pivot and Keith Edmondson running
the team. Michigan is in lots of trouble,
with or without Tim McCormick .
Wolverine fans will have little to cheer
about other than Eric Turner.
With Isaiah Thomas and Mark
Aguirre gone to the NBA. Ralph Sampson will be the best player in college
ball this year. However , the Wahoos
will miss Jeff Lamp, Lee Raker and the
other seniors ; look for teams to collapse on Sampson even more than they
did last year, and look for Sampson to
depart for the pros after this campaign.
Now that LSU has graduated its AllAmericans, Kentucky shou~d be back in
the driver's seat in the SEC. Once again
Joe HaJJ will probably have the best
players in the country, but lack of
senior leadership and a tendency to upsets at the hands of weaker teams in the
earl y rounds of the NCAA will once
again keep the Cats out of the Fina l
Four. Sam Bowie has great potential,
but his concentration and effort are too
sporadic to bring a sixth national title
back ro the Bluegrass.
Georgia, with Dominique Wilkins,
and Alabama ar e Kentucky's chief
threats in the SEC, but the Crimson Tide
may be only the third best team in
Alabama at season's end. Gene Bar tow
has another strong Alabama Birmingham team , and the South
Alabama J aspers can be contenders
again if they replace graduation losses.
UA-B and South Alabama are joined by
South Florida in the Sunbelt Conference, and all three could give some of
the bigger name conferences a shock
this year.
Other strong contenders for a berth in
New Orleans include Louisville, which
has the McCray brothers back for a
shot at another national title, and
DePaul, which may be a better alla round team now that Mark Aguirre
has left for the pros .

Sports Poll
The Sports Poll of November 11 was won by John Witri with a 14-6 record ;
John wins his second pitcher of beer from Rick's American Cafe on Church
Street and joins George Schisler as two-time Sports Poll winners this semester.
Dave Winkel and Brian Cullin had the worst records (7- 13) ; Dave lost the
tiebreaker to become Loser of the Week.
Since this is the last issue of the R.G. for this semester , results of the
November 18 Poll will be posted on the blackboard outside Room 100 on November30.
This week's Sports Poll asks you to predict which ten college basketball
teams will mak~up the top ten in the last UPT Coaches' Poll at the end of the
regular season. F ill in your Top Ten teams a nd the tiebreaker, and drop your
entry in the Sports Poll box on the table outside Room 100 by noon Wednesday,
December 2. Entries will be hermetically sealed in a mayonnaise jar and kept
on Funk & Wagnall 's back porch until mid-March, when the winners will be announ!'P<I in the R.G.
~
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Novac·kwin
The first annual Res Gestae backgammon tournament was held last
Thursday evening in the Lawyers Club
Lounge . Fir st-year student P aul
Novack shook off distractions from
piano players and disgruntled Ca mpbell participants to emerge as the victor.
Novack won four of five matches to
emerge with the best record in the sixman round-robin competition. .
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Fear and Loathing on a Fly back
The following or:r:ount of the debauched
ramblings of two third-year law students on a
recent flyback weekend in Los Angeles was
plated surreptitiously m the R.G. box late
one evening. Wrttten on air/me cocktatl
nopktn.s and folded and sttiffed into an atr
stckness bag, thiS rather sordid account was
gt first filed in on office wastebasket until an
alert R.G. staffer retrieved it and painstakingly tran.scribed its remarkable contents.
Efforts to determme tts authorshtp have been
unsuccessfu.

A brief pit stop at the Rob 'n Go liquor
store for some " road pops," arnt before
we knew it, we were greeted by the
doorman at our hotel. Fittingly, he was
dressed as the Beefeater Man. Sending
our luggage up to our rooms with him,
we headed straight for the Flayboy
Club, a mere hundred-yard stagger
across the plaza from our hotel. After
losing several games of bumper pool to
the resident shark in Bunny's clothing,
I retreated to the bar. Cit's not proper to
This all began on a nyback to Lotus
let a good rum breathe too long.>
Land, while completing my requisite
I received my wake-up call the next
Northwest segments . I knew the
morning at the cruel hour of 9:30,
weekend would not quickly be forgotten
arriving for my 10:00 interview
<correction: due to altered states,
fashionably late at 11:45. Fortunately,
much of it was never perceived in the
the scheduled two-hour lunch was not
first place) when I discovered that my
delayed by my late arrival. Still, the
night out to the City of the Angels
partner I was liquid-lunching with
looked like a Michigan Law School
seemed to be rushing me through my
charter.
fifth martini. <He may have l>een inThe trouble.be~an when I bum~ i~:.- timida~ed by my relentless questioning
to a fellow Michtgan law alky w1th h1s
about ftrm compensation, average partcold carry~n Stroh's luggage. Then
nership wait, and the brand of scotch
things got W<lrse. With a wink of her stocked in the firm lounge. )
practiced eye, the first-class stewardArriving back at the offices at about
ess furnished us our first beverages of
2:45, I was introduced to many of the
the trip. Recogruzing our professional
firm's more prominent receptionists,
status from the color of our eyes, Carsecretaries, and paralegals. Exhausted
melita parked her beverage cart at the
after a big day, I returned to my hotel
end of our aisle for easy access during
with a scant 3 hours to gear up for my
the remainder of the flight.
7:00 dinner engagement with a few
The plane made an unscheduled stop
more of the firm's wildest partiers.
in MiMeapolis to take on more Wild
Turkey, and soon we were aloft again,
~ot only did the food surpass my
wmging our way west to the Land of
wildest dreams, but the after-dinner
Fruits and Nuts . Shortly after arrival in
conversation was scintillating,
L.A • I received first-hand knowledge of
revolving almost exclusively around
how Northworst Airltnes got its name:
the famous Hollywood triad of sex,
my luggage was on tts way to Calgary,
drugs, and rock & roll. Flushed with enAlberta. That wouldn't have been so
thusiasm for the firm, I barked apbad, except that it contained my interprovingly at a partner's date. Shortly
viewing essentials· shiny black
afterward. I was informed confidenwmgtips, fresh kneepads , and a
tially be the partner that I could be
generous supply of Peruvian Alkalid
adequately evaluated without the
Chit-Chat Flakes. Meanwhile, my partsecond
day of office interviews we had
ner in crime was cashing his Hertz
originally planned. Giddy from my sucvoucher for a red convertible Coupe de
cess, I stumbled back to the hotel to
Ville.

share my good fortune wtth my equally
successful cohort.
The next day, the two of us summoned the rental car for a trip down
Rodeo Drive, where we earned the
dubious distinction of being ushered
quietly out the back door of Bijan 's after asking how much they wanted for
the gay maMekins. Detained slightly by
another liquor store stop, we were soon
on the road to Venice. Once there. a
very profound mellowness settled over
us. Like, you know where I'm coming
from, man? We're talking mellow to the
max. Dig?
Later, back at the hotel, we ordered
dinner from room service so that we
could relax with a cocktail or two, and
enjoy the expansive view of Sensuous
City from our sixteenth noor perch.
This quickly degenerated, however.
Midway through the main course- a
chilled bottle of Stolichnaya.Vodka- inspired by the recent space shuttle
mission-we began experimenting with
the use of firm resumes for paper atr
planes. We discovered that the highcotton bond lent stabtlity to the craft,
providing increased accuracy which
allowed us to litter the serpentine fountain on the boulevard below. <Don't try
this at home, folks , we're trained
professionals. l
Luckily. just as our dessert of
strawberry daquiris laced with 151 rum
was beginning to mellow us out a little
excessively , the Chit-Chat Flakes
arrived. We wasted no time testing
their alkaline quality, which kicked tn
just in time to rally our waning energies
for our imminent courtship of two
young sunburned U.S C. law counterparts we'd met earlier.
Retrieving the Coupe from the
Beefeater Man. we were in Hermosa

Law in the Raw
Nobody Promised You
a Rose Garden
A recent ABA survey of young lawyers found that
40% of the nearly 3,000 surveyed were " Dissatisfied

with their part in the lega l world ." Among the complaints most frequently mentioned were the
pressure and work load, the amount of time spent
on "trivial matters," and the incompetence of older
attorneys.
-ABA Journal , October 1981

Clerking for the Supremes
Of the four law clerks hired for this year by theretired Justice Potter Stewart, three have been picked
up by his replacement on the Court,. Justice O'Co~
nor and the fourth is staying wtth Stewart m
reti~ement (retiring Justices are entitled to one.)
Meanwhile O'Connor has chosen as her fourth clerk
Ruth McGregor, a 38-year~ld p~rtner in the
Phoenix law firm of Fennemore, Cra1g, von Ammon
& Udall, where O'Connor's husband John is a senior
partner.
-American Lawyer, November 1981

Beach within a few, short, hair-raising
minutes. Bachelors number one and
two then paired up with their eager
companions for the quintessential
Hollywood date : a moonlight walk.
followed by separate re-enactments of
"From Here to Paternity.··

'Buffalo ' Fly back
Now, as we wing our way back to the
land of Blue and Gold, the Black and
Ta ns which Wendy, <1\.Ir attentive
stewardess, has been supplying us on a
regular basis are helping to jog our
somewhat a ddled memories. It's been
quite a weekend- a weekend of fear
and loathing on the interview trail-and
we thought we would warn the folks
back home that it is indeed fraught with
hazards.
• Is!
Raleigh Hills Hospital
Substance Abuse Ward
Los Angeles, California

Compiled by Matthe~ Kierer

Look to your left ...

Winning by a Hair

An unnamed University of Michigan study is purported to have found that whereas in the early
19705, as much as one fifth of the first-year law class
did not return for the second year , now roughly one
in seven students " drops out" intellectually and
emotionally without formally withdrawing from
school.
-Student Lawyer, November 1981

One of those irate taxpayers you hear so much
about has recently taken the IRS to court to
challenge a ruling that the cost of face-lifts can be
deducted as medical expenses, but hair transplants
cannot. The court, siding with the newly hirsute
taxpayer, noted that the IRS Commissioner was
"splitting hairs" on the matter.
-CBS Radio News, November 7, 1981

Clothes Make the Woman

Quotes ofthe Week

Streets & Company, a New York City clothing
store cater ing to the professional woman, has begun
"The practice of law [i]s vulgar, but the study of
conducting " dress for success" seminars on the
it [i]s sublime."-Two 'law school men from
campuses of East Coast law and business schools. ' Cambridge' speaking in The World Acr:ording to Garp,
Convinced that professional women generally pay
by John Irving.
too little attention to their sartorial state, the store's
owner and publicity director use live
" People think of the legal profession as an
models- sometimes drawn from the student
honored tradition, but they think of individual
body- to show budding professional women how to
lawyers as shysters. " -Harvard Law grad Ralph
put together "conservative but attractive outfits''
Nader
for job interviews.
-American Lawyer, November 1981

